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FOREWORD
Dear reader,
We are very glad to present you the JADE Spring Meeting 2016, the Junior
Enterprises International Congress on “Entrepreneurial Skills in the Digital
Market”! The event, organized by JADE Headquarters in Brussels, took place
this year from March 31st to April 3rd in the capital of Europe.
JADE is the European Confederation of Junior Enterprises. Our mission is to
encourage entrepreneurship in Europe by fostering a unique concept: the
Junior Enterprise, a non profit business managed solely by students that
invests its earnings into its own development.
One of the ways in which we pursue this objective is by organizing
international congresses for the Junior Entrepreneurs, fostering the
exchange of best practices at international level as well as the debate on up
to date issues in Europe.
This year, we aimed at analysing how the entrepreneurial skills that the Junior
Entrepreneurs develop during their work in the JEs apply into today’s more
and more digital market, with companies and firms that are already
experiencing the so-called 4.0 revolution and need to find effective ways to
cope with the changes and challenges they face every day.
The event has been therefore a unique opportunity to exchange, have your
voice heard, learn from partners, companies and institutions, but most of all
to experience and showcase our amazing network!
Find out more about the JADE Spring Meeting 2016!

On behalf of the JADE Team 2016,

Daniela Runchi
JADE President

JADE
JADE is the European Confederation of Junior Enterprises. Our mission is to
encourage entrepreneurship in Europe by fostering a unique concept: the
Junior Enterprise, a non profit business managed solely by students that
invests its earnings into its own development. By integrating a network of 280
Junior Enterprises in 14 European countries and supporting the growth of
its 22,000 members, JADE is one of the most powerful European youth
organizations that fights skills mismatch and creates great potential for a
more entrepreneurial society and active citizenship.

Students fostering entrepreneurship.
Since 1992.
A Junior Enterprise is a non-profit civil social organization, formed and
managed exclusively by undergraduate and postgraduate students of higher
education, which provides services for companies, institutions and society,
under the guidance of teachers and professionals with the goal to consolidate
and enhance the learning or their members. Junior Enterprises are similar to
real companies, counting with the principles of corporate governance like
management council and executive board, and own regulation.
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THE OPENING CEREMONY
The JSM was opened by a high level panel discussion on the theme
“Entrepreneurial Skills in the Digital Market” with Dennis Tan, JADE Alumnus
and founder of Dashmote, Helen Kopman (Deputy Head of Unit, DG
CONNECT, at the European Commission), Steven Price from the EIIL, Maciej
Surowiec from Microsoft and Simone Baldassari (Policy Officer, European
Commission, DG GROW). The Junior Entrepreneurs also had the opportunity
to listen to a most interesting keynote speech from Dr. Klaus Hilleke’s, CEO of
Simon-Kucher & Partners Strategy and Marketing Consultants about “Hidden
Champions: what we can learn from the world leaders in innovation”.

JSM16 - Panel Discussion: “Entrepreneurial
Skills in the Digital Market”

Dr. Klaus Hilleke – Keynote Speaker
CEO Simon Kucher & Partners Strategy and
Marketing Consultans

THE OPENING CEREMONY

Speakers
Welcome Speech
Ms. Daniela Runchi

President
JADE

Keynote Speech
Dr. Klaus Hilleke

CEO Simon Kucher & Partners Strategy and
Marketing Consultans

Panelists
Mr. Philippe Vanrie
Moderator

CEO
EBN – European Business Network

Mr. Dennis Tan

CEO and Founder
Dashmote (also JADE alumbus)

Ms. Helen Kopman

Deputy Head of Unit
DG CONNECT, European Commission

Mr. Steven Price

CEO
European Institute of Industrial Leadership

Mr. Maciej Surowiec

Manager, EU Institutional Relations
Microsoft

Mr. Simone Baldassari

Policy Officer
DG GROW, European Commission

THE GALA DINNER
The Gala Dinner in the JADE Spring Meeting was full of events: in addition to
be the setting for the delivery of the Excellence Awards to 6 excellent Junior
Enterprises in Europe, it was also the occasion for two amazing keynote
speeches addressed to all the Junior Entrepreneurs. Mr. Herman Van
Rompuy, former President of the European Council, addressed the JE
movement speaking about Europe and its future. Following, Mr. Herman
Bach, SVP, Head of Covestro Innovation Management, talked about
innovation and sustainability in today’s industry.

Herman Van Rompuy
Former President of the European Council

Hermann Bach
Head of Covestro Innovation Management

EXCELLENCE AWARDS
The JADE Excellence Awards are the most important recognition given
every year to the best European Junior Enterprises: JEs from all around the
continent compete to showcase their excellence and the results achieved in
the past year to get visibility at European level in front of fellow Junior
Entrepreneurs, Corporate partners and institutions.
The finalists of each category had the chance to present their application
during the Opening Ceremony in front of all the participants and high level
members of the jury from the corporate and institutional field.

The awards were delivered during the Gala Dinner from our Partners, in
front of all the Junior Entrepreneurs participating in the event.

EA2016 Partners
JE of the Year

All the other partners together

Most Promising JE

EIIL

Most Entrepreneurial JE

Ms. Monique Blozkyl

Most International JE

Microsoft

Most Innovative Project

Covestro

Most Socially Responsible Project

UNIDO

EXCELLENCE AWARDS

Meet the winners!
Junior Enterprise of the Year: Escadrille

Over nearly forty years, ESCadrille has served
not only entrepreneurs but also SMEs and
multinationals. Thirty dedicated students help
our clients improve their performance and reach
their goals. We provide them market and webmarketing studies,
communication plans, satisfaction surveys and business plans. ESCadrille is
ISO9001 certified, achieves a customer satisfaction rate of 96% and carries
out 40 studies per year.

Most Promising JE: Lisbon PH

LisbonPH – Junior Association for Entrepreneurship
of the Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Lisbon
started in January of 2013, when a group of students
with a common vision teamed up to bring forth
the health professional of the future, entrepreneur,
creative and multidisciplinary. Thereby, it was considered that the existence
of a pro-active student corporation with a strong connection to their own
education establishment would generate a favourable environment to the
creation of a structure dedicated to junior entrepreneurship.

Most Entrepreneurial JE: JECatt

JECatt – Junior Enterprise Cattolica
has two missions: it offers its members
the possibility to put into practice what they learn during classes,
developing their abilities and their personal skills. On the other hand, JECatt
offers its clients innovative knowledge in the management consulting field,
passion at its highest and the maximum of professionalism, to guarantee the
success of each project. JECatt’s members enhance their work experiences,
strengthening hard and soft skills, get in touch with entrepreneurs and
companies and gain awareness and self-confidence about their own careers.

EXCELLENCE AWARDS
Most International JE: WBC

WBC is a great environment to learn, gain
experience and get exposure. The application
of what is taught in university with what you
can learn on the spot while working is an invaluable advantage. Besides, it is
an honour and pleasure to represent the University of Westminster on a
national and international level. Additionally, being at the basis of the
enlargement for the JE concept in the UK, it gives an essence to our
operations as we are trying to leave a legacy to the coming generations.

Most Innovative Project: JEToP
J.E.To.P, founded in 1995 in the Management
Engineering course at the Polytechnic of Turin,
offers services of a professional character as
development of websites and apps, SEO & SEM,
branding and graphic design, market analysis and social media
management. Many companies have been working with J.E.To.P., such as
Fiat, Capgemini, AMIAT and ACI. JEtoP also organizes events, as the 19th
editions of the career day “Career & Futuro”, and the first Italian fair in on
wearable, WTT: Wearable Tech Torino.

Most Socially Responsible Project: JE:
Marketing Mediterranée

For over 46 years, Marketing Mediterranée is among the
most experienced and dynamic Junior Enterprise at
National and European level. Combining excellence
and team spirit in service of a common ambition,
it daily supports its customers. Thanks to partnerships
with the best European JEs, it can today meet the needs of clients
across the continent. It was awarded 5 times Best French
JE, and in March 2015 best European JE.

JSM PARTNERS
Main Sponsors
Covestro. With 2014 sales of EUR 11.8 billion,
Covestro is among the world’s largest polymer
companies. Business activities are focused on the
manufacture of high-tech polymer materials and
the development of innovative solutions for
products used in many areas of daily life. The main
segments served are the automotive, electrical and
electronics, construction and sports and leisure
industries. Covestro, formerly Bayer
MaterialScience, has 30 production sites worldwide
and employs approximately 15,700 people
(calculated as full-time equivalents) at the end of
September 2015.
Simon-Kucher & Partners Strategy & Marketing
Consultants. Simon-Kucher & Partners is a global
consulting firm specializing in TopLine Power®,
which encompasses strategy, marketing, pricing,
and sales. Founded in 1985, the company now has
860 professionals in 30 offices worldwide. Our
practice is built on evidence-based, practical
strategies for profit improvement via the top line.
Simon-Kucher & Partners is regarded as the world’s
leading pricing advisor and thought leader. SimonKucher’s co-founder Prof. Hermann Simon invented
the term ‘Hidden Champions’.

JSM PARTNERS
Supporting Sponsors
Uniplaces. Uniplaces is building the global, trusted
brand for student accommodation. The online
marketplace offers a unique service for students,
provides an easy way for students to book their accommodation entirely
online. Uniplaces wants students to feel safe when booking and it
understands the value of good accommodation providers. We are committed
to empower mobility and initiated a few social campaigns: The first living the
Dream Scolarship Program, The Best Erasmus City Award, The Uniplaces
Students Academy and The Uniplaces Guarantee.
Pitch Bootcamp. Pitch Bootcamp is a 2-day
programme that joins students and recent-grads
with great companies. During these 2 days, 40
youngsters meet 20 companies and capitalize their
talent into building great careers. Pitch Bootcamp
has already 45 editions between Portugal, Spain and Mozambique and
Belarus and will be in more 15 other countries in 2016. It has managed to
create 1500+ jobs and empowered 5500+ youngsters by connecting them
with great experienced professionals from different business areas. It is
rapidly becoming the world’s most impactful career accelerator due to its
model based on connecting youngsters with well established, experienced
professionals. During the 3 years in which Pitch Bootcamp has existed it has
managed to connect participants with more than 650 companies (Microsoft,
Google, Deloitte, KPMG, Redbull, Bosch, Ericsson, Cisco). It is an international
programme that aims to contribute locally to young talent empowerment and
connecting youngsters with great career aspirations with inspiring companies
and professionals.

JSM PARTNERS
Media Partner
The European Sting. The European Sting is the
new online, Brussels based, European media that
was born to bring a different critical and truly
independent angle to European News and Affairs.
The Sting is giving every day the fierce fight for a
better and stronger European Union through
constructive criticism and unique insights. We are
treating daily in a unique way European Politics,
Economics, Foreign Affairs, Business and ICT
Agenda. We are committed to bridge the gap
between Brussels and the EU member states by
freely voicing the views of every European citizen.
Tired of reading the basics?

WORKSHOPS
The JADE Spring Meeting workshops are your occasion to foster you skills
and develop new competences while getting to experience an international
environment! For the full description of the workshops, visit the JADE Spring
Meeting website!
Workshop holder

Title

Prof. Sophie Manigart (Vlerick
Business School)

How to navigate the startup funding
landscape successfully?

Dr. Christian Schwarzkopf
(SugarTrends)

Business modelling – from Startups to large
corporations

JADE Academy (Viktoria
Undesser & Stefan Schmidt)

How to get what you want – a Negotiation
Boot Camp

Manuel J. Kripp

Wearables in the industrial context –
Digitalisation and New Business Models

Dr. Klaus Hilleke – CEO of
Simon-Kucher & Partners

Smart profit growth through pricing – how
to optimize the number one profit driver

Uber

Launch Uber operations in an imaginary city

Stefan Koch and Angelina
Prokofyeva – Covestro

Sustainable development and breakthrough
innovation: up for the challenge?

Monique Blokzyl

Rocketing Your Ideas Into Enterprise

Uniplaces

Entrepreneurial Skills in a cross-cultural
context? - The Story of Uniplaces

Elles te Riet

Must learn: Hack your personal productivity
and get more done in less

Prof. Miguel Meuleman
(Vlerick Business School)

A Lean Startup Approach to Setting Up Your
Business

Yngve Angvik, Lara Paoletti,
Tanisha Dadar (Think Young)

LEADING WITH words-matching
communication and leadership

WORKSHOPS
Workshop holder

Title

Serge Pegeoff

Your unique opportunity to EXPERIENCE the
emerging 21st century agile organization

EIIL/Ent-Ex

Multi-national events coordination and
management

Adriana Anchidin

Project Management: One Ring To Rule
Them All

Benjamin Hermer

Consultant skills development

Tanya Müller-Borges

Interview Situations – make them work for
you!

JADE Academy

Conflict Management. Perspective and
Perception

LSM Conseil

The Art of the Deal: Sales Best Practices

Marketing Méditerranée

How to negotiate in 8 points

Loik Narby, President of JADE
Switzerland

Creating value for JEs through financial
reporting

JECatt

Tools for the digital strategy

COMMUNICATION

50,000+

People reached by
the communication

27,000+

Visits to JSM16
website

Dedicated website

COMMUNICATION

Facebook Event page

Communication materials

JSM VENUES
Hotel Siru
Rue des Croisades 2, 1210 Bruxelles

Hotel des Colonies
Rue des Croisades 2, 1210 Bruxelles

Radisson Blu Royal Hotel Brussels – Gala Dinner
Wolvengracht 47, 1000 Brussel

KU Leuven University – Brussels Campus
Rue Montagne aux Herbes Potagères 26, 1000
Bruxelles
Scott’s Bar – Friday Night
Rue Montagne aux Herbes Potagères 51, 1000
Bruxelles

Fulmar 1913 – Saturday Night
Quai des Péniches 22, 1000 Bruxelles, Belgium

JSM FACTSHEET
Applicants
Waiting list
No. of guests (partners)

272
42
46

No of countries participating (participants)

19

Number of nationalities
No. of workshops
Country with most participants
Number of JEs represented
No. of universities
Demographics
Male percentage
Female percentage

27
28
Italy
56
75
68%
42%

Top 5 fields of study

1. Business
2. Economics
3. Engineering
4.Management
5. IT

1st time participating

63%

Year of study: Bachelor

1. Bachelor 1: 7%
2. Bachelor 2: 21%
3. Bachelor 3%: 28%
4. Bachelor 4: 4%

Year of study: Master

1. Master 1: 27%
2. Master 2:7%

European Confederation of Junior Enteprrises
Rue Potagere 119 – 1210 – Brussels
events@jadenet.org

